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The thermodynamics and structure of glass-forming liquids are considered within the
framework of the heterophase fluctuation (HPF) model. The main goal of the theory
developed is to fined for a description of the long-range correlations (LRC) of the density
fluctuations known as the Fischer cluster. The van der Waals approximation of the HPF
model shows that the liquid can have an isolated solid—fluid critical point analogous to the
critical point of a gas—liquid system. Heterophase fluctuations in the form of solidlike
noncrystalline and fluidlike clusters can have LRC in a narrow vicinity of the critical point.
An analysis shows that the properties of the conventional critical fluctuations differ from
those of the Fisher cluster. This forces one to look for another explanation of the observed
LRC in glass-forming liquids. Large configurational entropy of liquids and glasses is a
manifestation of multiplicity of the short-range ordering of molecules in the amorphous
solidlike and fluidlike clusters. The multiplicity of short-range order results in structural
heterogeneities. Random-field Ginzburg—Landau equations for the HPFs are deduced taking
into account the structural heterogeneities. The random field is generated by these
heterogeneities. It is found that at least three characteristic correlation scales are inherent to
the HPF: the radius of local order, r0, which is comparable with the radius of the first
coordination sphere; the random-field-controlled radius of critical fluctuations, Rc; the
average correlation length of fractal aggregations formed by the correlated domains (the
domains have size  Rc), av. The length av is the characteristic size of the Fischer cluster.
The conditions for the appearance of the listed correlations are deduced by requiring that they
provide minimization of the free energy of the system. The annealing kinetics and dynamics
(the ultraslow modes) of the Fischer cluster are described.
PACS: 64.70.Pf
1. Introduction
Structural and dynamic heterogeneities of the
glass-forming liquids have wide spectrum of space
and time scales, see, e.g., [1] and the references
cited therein. The most mysterious is the phenome-
non of long-range correlations (LRC) of the density
fluctuations (Fischer cluster) discovered and inves-
tigated during the last decade [2–9]. In a wide tem-
perature range above the glass transition tempera-
ture Tg, the correlation length of density
fluctuations is much larger than the molecule size.
The annealing time of the Fischer cluster is many
orders of magnitude larger than the -relaxation
time 

. The main peculiarities of the Fischer clus-
ter are following:
1) It exists in a rather large temperature range,
 100 K, above Tg .
2) The correlation length is up to 300 nm, while
the short-range order (SRO) radius r0  1 nm.
3) No critical behavior of the heat capacity, com-
pressibility, and thermal expansion coefficient is ob-
served above Tg .
4) The density fluctuations have a fractal struc-
ture of dimension D < 3. The dimension depends on
the temperature T and the substance. It differs from
the universal critical exponent of the pair correla-
tion function.
5) Ultraslow modes characterizing the Fischer
cluster dynamics are some orders of magnitude
faster than the Fischer cluster equilibration (an-
nealing) time.
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The -relaxation is insensitive to the Fischer
cluster formation. The ultraslow dynamics is consi-
derably slower than the -relaxation processes.
A few papers are devoted to theory of the Fischer
cluster [10–12]. The approach proposed in [10] to
description of the fluctuation patterning is not
completed as yet. In [11] the LRC are treated as
long-range critical fluctuations. They are described
within the framework of a two-order-parameter
model. But the features 3)–5) still have no proper
explanation in [11].
In [12] it is shown that the LRC appears as result
of aggregation of heterophase correlated domains
(CDs) having the same short-range order. This
paper is devoted to a further development of the
theory.
We start from the idea that the glass-forming li-
quids have heterophase mesoscopic structure consis-
ting of solidlike and fluidlike species. The average
lifetime of each species is comparable with the -re-
laxation time 

. As a result of the rearrangements
the species change their SRO and type (solidlike
species become fluidlike and vice versa) but the ave-
rage concentration of the species possessing a speci-
fied SRO is constant at the fixed pressure P and
temperature T. The fraction of molecules belonging
to the solidlike species, n x ts ( , ), is chosen as the
order parameter. It is a random field due to the ran-
domness of the configurations formed by the spe-
cies. The correlation properties of these configura-
tions have to be found by minimization of the free
energy of the system. These ideals form the basis of
the heterophase fluctuation model of the glass-for-
ming liquids. For brevity a liquid with developed
heterophase fluctuations (HPFs) will be called a
heterophase liquid.
In one form or another the idea of an important
role of HPFs in the liquid-to-glass transition has
been used in many treatments of the glass-forming
liquids. In [13–23] the free energy of the hete-
rophase liquid is described in the mean field approx-
imation. Equations proposed in [12,14,15,17,22,23]
show that the heterophase liquid can have a critical
point. Moreover these equations are isomorphic to
van der Waals theory of the gas—liquid critical
point (see below). By adding a gradient term to the
van der Waals free energy one can get the Ginz-
burg—Landau (GL) description of the gas—liquid
states [24]. The same procedure allows one to use
the GL equation for heterophase liquids [25]. As-
suming that the supercooled liquid above Tg is close
to the critical point, one can get a description of the
correlation phenomena in heterophase liquids. Ap-
parently the formation of Fischer cluster possessing
the properties 3)–5) cannot be treated as conven-
tional critical fluctuations. This way of explanation
of LRC fails. To come up with a solution of the
problem staying in the framework of the HPF
model, one has to take into account the SRO statis-
tics and correlations. The free energy of a he-
terophase liquid is a functional of the order parame-
ter and of the space distributions of the species
possessing different SRO. In seeking the free energy
one is led straightforwardly to the random-field
Ginzburg—Landau model (RFGLM) [12]. Subse-
quent minimization of the free energy shows when
and why the aforementioned correlations are bene-
ficial.
It should be noted that the mean field approach
is valid only outside the fluctuational critical the
region [24] and that the location and size of
fluctuational region depend strongly on the random
field properties. Therefore the applicability condi-
tions of the mean field model have to be checked.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Theoreti-
cal models of heterophase liquid states are consi-
dered in Sec. 2. The free energies of solidlike and
fluidlike clusters are formulated in terms of consti-
tuent species possessing different free energies. The
space distribution of these species in the framework
of mean field theory (MFT) are described by fields
 s P T x( , , ),  f P T x( , , ); the subscripts «s» and «f»
mean «solidlike» and «fluidlike», respectively.
With the space-averaged quantities  s P T( , ) and
f P T( , ) the free energy takes the form of a two-spe-
cies model which, as is shown below, is isomorphic
to the van der Waals theory of a gas—liquid system.
A generalization of the van der Waals theory includ-
ing the gradient term and random fields  s P T x( , , )
and  f P T x( , , ) is a Ginzburg—Landau random-field
model. Equations of this model are deduced.
Short-range and long-range correlations of the ran-
dom fields are investigated in Sec. 3. Theory of the
critical point in the framework of RFGLM is deve-
loped in Sec. 4. Section 5 is devoted to the static
properties of the long-range density fluctuations,
while the dynamics of the heterophase fluctuations
including description of the ultra-slow modes and
annealing kinetics of Fischer’s cluster are consi-
dered in Sec. 6. The conclusion in Sec. 7 includes a
discussion of the  theory developed.
2. Theoretical models of the heterophase
liquids
The phenomenological description of HPLs usu-
ally starts with the introduction of the basic ther-
modynamic quantities f, s and int, which are
chemical potentials of the «pure» fluid and solid
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phases and of the interface, respectively. This last
one for simplicity is assumed to be independent of
the interface geometry. Here we are interested in
consideration of the liquid states with comparable
fractions of the solidlike and fluidlike clusters,
015 0 85. , . n ns f , (1)
where n nf s 1 – is the fraction of fluidlike clus-
ters. The numbers 0.15 and 0.85 are the percolation
thresholds of the clusters [26]. The condition (1)
means that the solidlike and fluidlike species form
interpercolating clusters.
The interpercolating heterophase states form
easily when the interfacial free energy is small,
0  int T , (2)
where
   int int 	 

1
2
( )f s . (3)
The condition (2) provides for comparatively small
(positive) contributions from the interfaces to the
free energy of the system. As a result of that, the
interface turns to be rather developed to gain large
phase-mixing entropy. Because the phase formation
is a cooperative phenomenon, the single molecules
can not be statistically independent species in the
heterophase states. The phase mixibility is charac-
terized by the associativity parameters k0. It deter-
mines the size of statistically independent units in
calculations of the mixing entropy. Evidently,
k0 > 1.
2.1. Chemical potentials of the pure phases
Macroscopically homogeneous condensed amor-
phous phases — liquid and (or) noncrystalline so-
lids — are heterogeneous on microscopic scales due
to multiplicity of the SRO. The number of structure
states of N molecules (N >> 1) in these states can
be presented in the following form (see, e.g., [27])
 
W N Ni i exp( ) , i = s, f , (4)
i is the configurational entropy of ergodic states,
or the complexity of nonergodic states,
s kc i B i,   , (5)
and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
The multiplicity of the structure states reflects
randomness of the potential relief of molecules. The
set of minima of the relief is often called inherent
structures [27,28]. The distribution of the potential
energy minima, (,N), describing the density of
structure states of a solid cluster in liquid, is [21]
 
 

   s
s
s s sN
N
N /( , ) exp 	 	










2
2
2
2 2 ,
(6)
 is the potential energy per molecule at a mini-
mum,  s is its average value, and  s
2 is the variance
per molecule.
The chemical potential of a noncrystalline solid
cluster can be presented in the following form:
  s s sP T x P T P T x( , , ) ( , ) ~ ( , , ) 
 , (7)
where  s is the average value and ~ s describes vari-
ations of the chemical potential due to randomness
of the potential relief. Ignoring dependence of the
molecule vibrations and librations on the depth of
potential well, we have ~ ( ) .   s sx x 	
The first and second moments of this random
quantity are
~ ( ) ~ ( ) ,
~ ( ) ~ ( ) .
 
  
s s
s s s
x
V
x d x
x
V
x d x
 
 


1
0
1
3
2 2 3 2
(8)
Here V is volume of the system, and ... means the
ensemble average, which is equal to space average
due to ergodicity.
For  s the following expression is obtained [21]:
 

s s
s
c s s sP T T
s T P T Pv( , ) ( , ), , 	 	 
 

2
vib .
(9)
Here  s,vib is the vibrational part of the chemical
potential, vs is the specific volume.
In analogy with (6)–(9) the chemical potential
of the fluid phase can be written as
  f f fP T x P T P T x( , , ) ( , ) ~ ( , , ) 
 , (10)
 


f f
f
c f
f f
P T
T
s T
P T Pv
( , )
( , ) .
,
, ,
 	 	 


 

2
vib trans (11)
In the last term the translational mode of the mo-
tion is included.
The moments of ~ ( ) f x , like (8), are
~ ( ) , ~ ( ) ~ ( )   f f f fx x V
x d x  

0
12 2 3 2 . (12)
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2.2. Mean field model of HPFs (van der Waals
approximation)
The average chemical potentials of the phases,
 s P T( , ) and f P T( , ), determined by (9) and (11),
respectively, are used in this approximation. The
chemical potential of the heterophase liquid is [22]
   

P T n P T n P T
n n P T
s s s f
s s
, ( , ) ( ) ( , )
( ) ( , )
 
 	 


 	
1
1  int 


 
 	 	
	k T n n n ns s s s0
1 1 1[ ln ( )ln( )] , (13)
where n s is the average value of the order parame-
ter.
The solid—fluid coexistence curve on the (P,T)
plane is determined by the equation
 s fP T P T( , ) ( , ) . (14)
The equilibrium value of the order parameter n s
is determined by the equations
 
 

 P T
ns
,
,0 (15)
 
 
!
2
2
0
 P T
n s
,
. (16)
It follows from (13)–(16) that on the coexistence
curve
n P T /s ( , )  1 2 . (17)
The solution of this equation, which is a direct ana-
log of the critical isochore in the van der Waals
theory of the gas—liquid critical point, gives the
pressure dependence of the coexistence temperature
T Pe ( ), at which both phases are in equilibrium.
Routine analysis [22] shows that (15) has only
one stable solution with
0
2
0
 
"
"
"
int
T
e
e
T P
k
( )
. (18)
If
int
T
e
e
T P
k
!
"
"
"
2
0
( )
, (19)
the equation (15) has three solutions in the vicinity
of
 
T T P k /c e c  0 2int . (20)
Equation (20) determines the location of an iso-
lated critical point on the coexistence curve. At
this point a second-order phase transition takes
place. On the coexistence curve below the critical
point a first-order phase transition takes place. A
continuous phase transformation with crossing of
the coexistence curve occurs above the critical
point. The condition int ! 0 in (17) is needed to
provide the phase separation in the supercritical re-
gion.
It is worth noting once again that the expression
(13) is isomorphic to the free energy of liquid—gas
system in van der Waals theory (see [24]), but the
order parameter used here is different. This follows
immediately from (26) after omitting the gradient
term and putting h s f 	  .
An approximate solution of (13), (15) with the
condition (18), is
n
Hs



1
1 exp ( )
,
#
(21)
where
H
k T T
k / T P
s f
e

	
	
0
01 2
[ ( ) ( )]
( )
 
 int
. (22)
In the vicinity of the coexistence curve
 s f e e
e f e s e
T T s T T T
s T s T s T
( ) ( ) ( )( ),
( ) ( ) ( ) .
	  	
 	


(23)
Here s T s Ts f( ), ( ) is the entropy per molecule in
the solid and fluid states, respectively.
Equation (21) describes the evolution of the or-
der parameter with a continuous phase transforma-
tion.
It should be pointed out that the two-state,
two-species, two-phase models considered in [13–17]
formally are particular cases of (or can be presented
in the form of) the equations (13)–(16).
As is shown in [23], the mean field approach de-
veloped gives a reasonable description of the ob-
served continuous phase transformation in glass-
forming liquids. Along with that the above-men-
tioned LRC are outside the framework of this
model.
2.3. Random-field Ginzburg—Landau model
The GL approach allows one to investigate the
structure of HPFs in the vicinity of critical points.
Near the coexistence curve the free energy with the
fields$n P T xs ( , , ) and ~ ( , , ) s P T x , ~ ( , , ) f P T x taken
into account can be presented in the GL form [27]:
G G G 
0 1 , (24)
G N P Te0  ( , ) , (25)
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G
v
A B C h d x1
2 2 4 31 1
2
1
2
1
4
 $ 
 
 	







( )    ,
(26)
where v is the specific volume,
 %   	 
 	
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , )
( , , ) ,
P T x n P T x n P T
n P T x
s s e
s
1
2
(27)
B k T P T x x
k T
s f% 	 
 
 %
% 	
	
	
4 2
4 2
0
1
0
1


  

int
int
( , ) ~ ( ) ~ ( )
(P T x, ) ~ ( ) ,
 int (28)
C k T/ 	16 30
1 , (29)
h P T P T P T x
P T x h h
s f s
f
 	 
 	
	  

  

( , ) ( , ) ~ ( , , )
~ ( , , )
~
,
h h x x xs f s f 	  	   ;
~
( ) ~ ( ) ~ ( ) . (30)
The coefficient A is connected with the interfacial
energy,
A r A r 0
2
0 0
2
 int , (31)
and r0 is the correlation radius outside the critical
region; it is comparable with the molecular size.
Apparently the associativity parameter k0 is propor-
tional to r0
3,
k r /a0 0
3

( ) , (32)
where a is characteristic size of molecule.
With
~
h  0, $ n P T xs ( , , ) 0, and ~int  0 the
equations (24)–(26) are equivalent to (13) with ac-
curacy O( )6 . In this case the free energy (26) is
isomorphic to that of the van der Waals theory of
the critical point.
The random field the
~
( )h x plays important role
in formation of the order parameter and density
fluctuations in the vicinity of Tc.
Equation (26) implies the saddle point equation:
	 
 
  
A x B x C x h h x  ( ) ( ) ( )
~
( )3 . (33)
It describes both the conventional critical fluctua-
tions and fluctuations driven by the random field
~
( )h x . The equations (24)–(33) form the framework
of the RFGLM.
3. Correlation properties of the HPF
3.1. Critical fluctuations with
~
( )h x  0
To study out the role of random fields we start
from a brief description of correlation phenomena
without random fields, putting ~ ( ) ~ ( ) s fx x  0.
With
~
( )h x  0 the equation (33) describes the con-
ventional critical fluctuations of the order parame-
ter in the absence of the random fields. The
dimensionless parameter
 0 0 0
14 2  		B /A B k T Te e e e, ( )int (34)
determines how close the system is to the critical
point. In the region (18), this parameter is  2 0/k .
According to the conventional theory of critical
fluctuations, the correlation radius of the order pa-
rameter fluctuations is
& &
R r h h Bc c 0 0
'	
, ( ) ,
R r h h h Bc c 0 | | , ( )
	
!!
 ,
h B B B /Cc e e e
/( ) ( ) 1 2 ,
(35)
where ', , and ( are the critical exponents. They
have the mean field values with
0 0
6
0
2
!!
	( )a/r k (36)
when the mean field theory is valid ((36) is the
Levanyuk—Ginzburg condition). In the fluctua-
tional region, with 0 0
6
 ( )a/r , the universal va-
lues of the critical exponents (known, e.g., from
Wilson’s theory) have to be used. It is worth not-
ing that for k0 1!! the fluctuational region is quite
narrow.
The pair correlation function of the critical den-
sity fluctuations in the mean field approximation is
known (see, e.g., [24]) to be
) ) ) *  
	 	
 	
2
1
1
1T T Tx x TV x x( ) ( ) ,
& 	 & !!
+
x x Rc .
(37)
Here *T is the compressibility of the HPL [22],
*
* *
T
s s Ts s f f
s s s f
s s s f
n v n v
n v n v
n n v v


 	

 	




	 	
( )
( )
( )(
1
1
1 )
[ ( ) ]( )
,
2
21 3n v n v B Cs s s f e
 	 
 
(38)
where vs and vf are the specific volumes of the
solid and fluid fractions, respectively.
In the critical region
& &
* 
(
( '
T c
/R
 0
	 , ( > 0 is
a critical exponent. Accordingly to experimental
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data [4], the compressibility does not show any
changes when the correlation length of Fischer clus-
ter grows. Therefore the observed LRC can not be
identified as the conventional correlation of critical
fluctuations. If
~
( )h x , 0, a new set of the correla-
tion lengths can appear due to correlations of
~
( )h x .
3.2. Correlations driven by the random fields
To consider the order parameter fluctuations ge-
nerated by the random fields let us put
    x x 
 ~ . (39)
Substitution of (39) into (33) and space averaging
give the following equation:
( )B C C he 
 
 3
2 3
  

, (40)
 

2 2 31

V
x d x~ ( ) .
Combining (33) and (39) and using averaging of
the nonlinearities, it is easy to get
	 
 
 
 A x B C C x h x~( ) ( )~( )
~
( )   

3 32 2 .
(41)
The resulting equation (41) includes two random
fields,
~
( )h x and ~ ( )int x . It is known [29,30] that
the fluctuations ~ ( )int x (fluctuations of B) result
in strong coupling effects of the fluctuations in a
small vicinity of the critical temperature, with
& &
T T T /c c	 	 exp ( ~ )const int
2 . This effect is
small. We neglect it here and put ~int  0.
The equation (40) has solution (21) when 

2 0 .
To calculate 

2 the equation (41) has to be
solved. The solution is
~ (| | )
~
( ) 

x
A
K x x h x d x 	

1
4 1 1
3
1 , (42)
K r r r( ) exp ( ) 		1 * , (43)
*  

2 2 23 3  
 

~
, ~
B
A
B B C Ce . (44)
Let us consider of the contribution of the random
fields to the free energy. Combining (26) and (42),
we have
~ ~ ~G G G 

$1 ,
~ ~( )~( )
~
( ) (| | )
~
(
G
v
h x a x d x
Av
h x K x x h x
1
3
1
1
2
1
8
1
 	 
 	 	



)
(| | )
~
( )
~
( ) ,
d x d x
Av
K x x h x h x d x d x
3 3
1
1
3 3
1
1
8
1
%
% 	 	


(45)
and
 
~ ~G
v
A d x
$
$


1
2
2 3
 (46)
is the contribution of the gradient term to the free
energy. It is a positive quantity, while ~G1 is nega-
tive. A minimum of ~G can be achieved if ~G
$
is mini-
mal while ~G1 has a maximum. It is seen that these
conditions are independent of each other because
~G
$
depends on the gradient of
~
( )h x on a scale  Rc,
while ~G1 is proportional to correlator of the random
field
~
( )h x . Therefore the short-range and even
long-range correlations of
~
( )h x are needed to mini-
mize ~G1.
As  follows from (42),
( ~( )) (
~
( ))
~
( )
$ 

 
 
-
.
/
/
0
1
2
2


	 	
 * *x h x
h x
x
2 2 2 4
2
 
(47)
The term proportional to   
~
h/ x is omitted in
(47) because it gives zero after integration. It is seen
from (46) and (47) that ~G
$
has a minimal value,
~ ~G NA
$
 * 
2 2 , if
~
h is nearly constant within CD
and the second term of the right-hand side of (47) is
small compared to the first.
Thus each CD is specified by the value of
~
h
within it. This value is fluctuating around the mean
~
( )h x
cd
, where 
cd
means averaging over CDs.
The order parameter fluctuation within a CD has
the estimate [24]


~ (| | ) ~
2
0
33
4 4cd cd
V
cd
Tv
AV
K x d x
T
z B
c
 

,
(48)
z
V
v
R
v
r
v
A
B
cd
cd c
%  
-
.
/
0
1
2
4
3
4
3
3
0
3
0
3 2
 
~ .
Noting that (42) gives
~ ~ ~
  h/B , (49)
we see that therefore
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& &
 h cd cd
h x h x
T B
z
2 2 2
4
 	 
~
( )
~
( )
~
. (50)
Apparently a CD can be specified by a value
~
h
just if
~
h h
2 2
!!  . (51)
Because
~
h is a finite quantity, |
~
|
~
maxh h3  4, the
condition (51) has to be valid with |
~
|
~
maxh h , or
otherwise the thermal fluctuations depress the ran-
dom-field-driven effects.
The distribution of the random field values is
P h
V
h x h d x(
~
)
~
( )
~
 	

1 3
 5 6 , (52)
and
c h
V
h x h d x dh P hcd
h
h
h
h
h
(
~
)
~
( )
~ ~
(
~
)
~
~
 	 

	


1
23 5 6



(53)
is the concentration of CDs with |
~
( )
~
|h x h h	   .
In CDs with |
~
|h h  the average value of field~
( )h x is smaller than  h and the field correlation ef-
fects are depressed by the fluctuations. The concen-
tration of such domains, cnc, is
 
c Pnc h 2 0  . (54)
The relations (52), (53) determine the distribu-
tion of CDs on
~
h.
As it follows from (45) and (46) that the change
of the free energy per molecule driven by field
~
h is
g h
h
B
(
~
)
~
~ 	
2
2
. (55)
Now it is clear that the LRC of the field
~
( )h x
(when it exists) is a correlation of CDs having
nearly the same values of the mean
~
h. In other
words, the CDs of nearly the same
~
h have to form a
correlated aggregation to provide the long-range
correlations of the field
~
( )h x . The pair correlation
function of such aggregation can be presented as
~
(
~
, )
, ,
exp ( (
~
)), .(
~)
f h r
r R
r r/ h r R
c
D h
c


	 !


7

7
	
1
3

(56)
Here D h h(
~
), (
~
) are the dimension and correlation
length of the aggregation.
Because the average concentration of CDs within
the aggregation is [31]
c D
Rc
D
( , )



-
.
/
/
0
1
2
2
	
3
4
3
(57)
and c D h c hcd( , (
~
)) (
~
)  , the correlation length
(
~
)h is related to the concentration c hcd (
~
):
 
~
[ (
~
)] [ (
~
) ]h R c h R P hc cd D c h D 	 	
1
3
1
32  .
(58)
The (fractal) dimension D depends on the nature of
the aggregating species. Usually it is within the
range 1.8–2.5 [31]. There is no reason to suspect
that it depends strongly on
~
h. Therefore we con-
sider it here as an
~
h-independent constant which is
a property of the liquid.
To show that the aggregation of CDs diminishes
the free energy we compare the free energy of a li-
quid with aggregated and nonaggregated CDs. With
nonaggregated CDs, due to (50), (51)
~( )
~
( )
~
( )
~
( )H r h x h x h x h  1
2 2
 (59)
and
~ ( ) ~( )G
N
A
K r H r r dr
N R
A r
h c
1
2
2 2
0 0
22 2
 	  	


. (60)
When the CDs are aggregated we have to use (56),
and
~( )
, ,
(
~
)
~ ~
(
~
, )
~
,
H r
r R
P h h f h r dh r R
h c
c


!


7

7


2
2 (61)
or
 
~( )
, ,
exp , .
H r
r R
r r/ r R
h c
h
D
c


	 !


7

7
	

 
2
2 3
av
(62)
Here av is the average correlation length and D is
the average fractal dimension.
Substitution of (62) into (45) gives
 
~G
N R
A r
e
R
h c
c
D
1
2 2
0 0
2
1
1
8
1 4



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/
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2
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
	
	
av
av



.
(63)
It is seen from (60), (63) that the fractal aggrega-
tion of CDs really does lower the free energy.
Because ~G h1
2
 	  , the random fields
~ ( ),~ ( ) s fx x have to provide a maximal value of h
2
for minimization of the free energy ~G1. Variation of
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  h s fV
h x d x
V
x x d x2 2 3 2 3
1 1
  	
 
~
( ) [~ ( ) ~ ( )]
(64)
with conditions (41), (45) and the assumption that
the distributions of ~ , ~ s f can be approximated by
Gaussian function with variances gives that (63)
attains a maximum for
~ ( ) ( ) ~ ( ) .   s s f fx / x 	 (65)
This result is evident: in this case h
2 has the maxi-
mal value,   h s f
2 2
 
( ) . If ~ ( ) s x and ~ ( ) f x are
uncorrelated, then     h s f s f
2 2 2 2
 
 3 
( ) .
Is worth noting that the relation (64) describes
the correlation of solid and fluid short-range orders
within CDs. Thus the inherent structures of the
solid and fluid fractions are correlated on this scale.
The entropy of the system is reduced due to the
correlations. The main entropy reduction is caused
by the inhomogeneous redistribution of species ha-
ving the same SRO in the granulated liquid. Due to
relation (65) ~ ( ) s x and ~ ( ) f x , i.e., the SRO of the
solidlike and fluidlike species, are determined by
~
( )h x . When the species of the same
~
h are collected
in CDs of size zc the mixing entropy per molecule is
s h z c hc cd(
~
) ln (
~
) 	2 1 . (66)
Note that when they are homogeneously distri-
buted, one has s h k c hcd(
~
) ln (
~
) 	0
1 . Thus the en-
tropy reduction due to formation of correlated do-
mains is
 
s h k c h k /zcd c(
~
) ln (
~
) 		0
1
01 2 . (67)
It follows that the total change of free energy per
molecule due to the field
~
h is
 g h
h
B
T s h(
~
)
~
~ (
~
) 	 

2
2
. (68)
It has to be negative,
~
~ (
~
)
h
B
T s h
2
2
!  , (69)
to provide the random-field-driven formation of
CDs.
4. Random-field-driven critical fluctuations
The correlation properties of the random fields
result in correlations of the order parameter and
density fluctuations. Besides the location of the
critical point, even the order of the phase transition
can change due to the random field, as is shown
below.
4.1. Critical fluctuations and location of the
critical point
Returning to the Eqs. (40)–(42) and taking into
account (50), (51), we have
~( )
~
( )
~
*
x
h x
B
O 

-
.
/
/
0
1
2
2
1
(70)
and
( ~ ) ~ ,B C C B
C
B
C he e
h

 
  










 3
32 3
2
2
3
  

 

(71)
where it is considered that
 

2 2 2
 h/B
~ . (72)
These relations complete the RFGLM equations.
The impact of the chemical potential fluctuations
on the location of the critical point is seen from
(71), (72). On the coexistence curve (T = Te) these
equations give
~ , ~B C B B Ce e e e e  
   

3 20 3 . (73)
Equation (72) has only one solution,   0, with
~Be ! 0, and two additional solutions
12
1 2
,
/( ~ ) 8 	B /Ce e (74)
with ~ .Be  0
With  2 0 , i.e., on the coexistence curve above
the critical point, the equation (72) has just one so-
lution,


,
/
,1
2
2
2
1 3
9
2
9

-
.
/
/
0
1
2
2
	
h
e
e
eC
B
C (75)
if
B B C
C
e e c e
h
e
!  	
-
.
/
/
0
1
2
2
,
/
9
36
2
2
1 3

.
(76)
For B Be c , and 
2 0 the equation (72) has
three real solutions. The additional two roots turn
out less than 
,1. Because the free energy
~G1 is
proportional to 	

2 , it has a minimal value for
 
 
2
1
2
 , . Therefore the aforementioned additional
roots of (72) with B Be e c , belong to unstable and
metastable states and are not of interest to us.
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A similar analysis with  , 0 shows that Eq. (72)
has three real roots with
B B C
C
e e c e
h
e
  	
-
.
/
/
0
1
2
2
,
/
1
2
2
1 3
9
144

. (77)
The smallest of them, 
,2
2 , is

 
,
, ,
,
| | |
2
2
2 2
3
1
4
1
3
2
 	
-
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1
2
2
	 !!
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e
e h
e
e e c e c
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B B B 1
2
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2
1 3
1
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1 2
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9
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1
2
2
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1
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e c e
e cC
B B
B
2
2
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

	
1 2
1 1
/
, ,
,
| | .B B Be c e e c
(78)
It provides a minimal value of the free energy
(which is less than that with  2 0 and  
 
2
1
2
 , )
when
B B Ce e e h  	
* /( )2 2 1 3 . (79)
Thus the average value of the order parameter, ,
for B Be e
* is nonzero,
 ! c e eB /C( )
* /1 2 , (80)
for B Be e
*, but   0 for B Be e!
*.
This result shows that at B Be e
*, i.e., at
T P
k P T k
C
T
k
C
c h
e
h
c
( , )
( , )
( )
( ) (
/




 	 
 	
0 0 2 1 3
0
2 2
0
2
 int
h
2 1 3) ,/ (81)
a first order phase transition takes place. Tc( )0 is
the critical temperature of system for
~
h  0. The or-
der parameter jump at T T Pc h ( , ) , accordingly
to (80), is  ( ) /h
1 3. Thus the random field
changes not only the critical point location but also
the order of the phase transition.
A similar result is known for the mean field ver-
sion of the random field Ising model (RFIM) with a
frozen-in random field [29,30].
The  relations obtained show that for
& &
B A Ce e h 0 0
2 1 32 ( ) / and
& &
h h
~
max (82)
the random-field-driven fluctuations of the order
parameter are dominant. Taking into account the
condition (36), the first of relations (82) can be
presented as follows:
2 2 1 3 0 0
2( ) /C A ke h !!
	 . (83)
The relation (82) determines the critical region of
the RFGLM, where ~ ( ) /B Ce h 
2 1 3 and
R r A /B r A /Cc h
3
0 0
3 2
0
3
0
3 2 1 2
 ( ~) ( )/ / . (84)
Condition (51) and relation (84) show that the ef-
fects considered correlation are relevant if
h
a
r
T C
A
T C
k A
2
0
18 6 5
0
9
6 5
0
6
0
9
!!
-
.
/
/
0
1
2
2
 . (85)
Noting that the coefficients A C T0, , all are of the
same order of magnitude, we see that the condition
(85) is compatible with condition (83).
The condition (69) in the critical region (where
~ ( ) ( )/ /B C Te h h  
2 1 3 2 1 3) reads
~ ~ ( )
ln (
~
) ,
.
/
h h
x
k x
c h
x /T
c h cd
h
2 2
0
4 3
22 1 2
! 
	



(86)
Thus the RFGLM used here is valid when the vari-
ance of the random field obeys the condition (85)
and LRC are setting in if there are some CDs for
which the inequality (86) is fulfilled.
5. Long-range density fluctuations
It follows from (24)–(26) that the specific vo-
lume of liquid is
v v v v v xf s f s 
 	 	
1
2
( ) ( ) ( ) . (87)
Density fluctuations include the conventional ther-
mal fluctuations, )T x( ), around ) and the ran-
dom-field-driven fluctuations ~) x . It follows from
(42) and (87) that the random-field-driven density
fluctuations have the following pair correlation
function:
1
2 1
2
1
)
) )    
~ ~ ~ ~x x
v v
v
x x
v v
v
s f
s f

	
-
.
/
/
0
1
2
2


	
-
.
/
/
0
1
2
2
	
2
1
2
~(| | )
~ .
H x x
B
(88)
Noting that the correlation function (88) has to be
added to (37) to get the complete pair correlation
function, we have
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The first term of the right-hand side of (89) is
proportional to ~B	1 (see (38)), while the second is

~B	2. Therefore the random-field-driven density
fluctuations are dominant when condition (85) is
fulfilled.
Fourier transformation of (89) gives spectral
components )q
2 :
)
)
*
 q
T
s f s f
T
V
v v
v B
D
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2
2
2 2
2
1
1
1
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/
0
1
2
2
	 arctan
(90)
where ; x is the gamma function.
The second term of the right-hand side of (90)
describes the random-field-driven heterophase fluc-
tuations ~)q
2 . It has simpler forms in two limiting
cases, with small q and with q > 1 :
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6. Time-dependent GL equations
The HPFs have short-range correlation on a scale
r Rc and long-range correlation with r  . The
parameters  n
2 , and the Fourier components {~ q}
are time-dependent quantities. Conventional dy-
namic equations for them describe the short-range
and long-range relaxation as well as the ultraslow
modes. We are using here the time-dependent GL
approach [32] to describe these relaxation processes
and ultraslow modes.
6.1. Short-range correlation relaxation
It follows from (65) that in equilibrium (t < 4)
~ ( , )~ ( , )   s f s fx t x t  	 (92)
and
    
 
h s f s s
s f
x x2 2 2
2
2( ) ~ ( , )~ ( , )
( ) .
4  
 	 4 4 
 
 (93)
In (92), (93) the thermal fluctuations of the ran-
dom fields within a CD are not taken into account,
as is justifiable if (see (52))
2 s f cdTB/z!!
~ , (94)
i.e., if the fluctuations of the product (92) are
much smaller than its average value.
The solid—fluid short-range order correlation
(64) relaxes to the equilibrium value (92) if the
condition (94) is fulfilled. An elementary
short-range structure transformation involves not a
single molecule but a group of them. The conven-
tional name of such group is the cooperatively rear-
ranging domain (CRR). The part of the average free
energy of the CRR which varies with h t
2 ( ) is
~
~ ( )g
z
B
tcrr
crr
h 
2 , (95)
where zcrr is the number molecules in CRR.
The average free energy deviation from the equi-
librium value of these molecules due to the diffe-
rence
  h h ht t
2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) 	 4 (96)
is evidently  z Bcrr h
~
	1 2
 , and thus the dynamics
of the short-range correlation is described by the
following equation:
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where 

is the CRR rearrangement time, which is
the -relaxation time.
The Langevin term is not included in (97). It is
not important under the condition (94). It is seen
that 

is a characteristic relaxation time of the
short-range correlations.
6.2. The long-range relaxation
To describe the relaxation kinetics of (t) we as-
sume that a fractal cluster consisting of CDs with
the same value of
~
h appears as a result of an aggrega-
tion process of CDs in analogy with the aggregation
of small species which are forming fractal structures
[31]. The kinetic equation of fractal cluster forma-
tion in the simplest form is
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(98)
where ;

is the growth rate of the fractal. The last
term on the right-hand side describes saturation of
the fractal growth when the correlation length ap-
proaches its stable equilibrium value (
~
, )h 4 , deter-
mined by (58). To get an estimate of ;

we note
that the free energy of a CD within a fractal of cor-
relation length (t), as  is seen from (63), is
~ (
~
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~
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Then
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In (100) 

is taken as the characteristic time of
CD rearrangement; R /c  is the rate of the one
step of the cluster growth; T R g /c cd
	
  
1
 is the
thermodynamic driving force of the fractal growth;
the term c hcd (
~
) is introduced to take into account
that just c hcd (
~
) of CD transformations result in the
formation of CDs specified by the field strength
~
h.
The solution of (98), (100) with the initial con-
dition  
~
,h 0 0 and   ( ) ( ) ( )4 	 4t  (not very
close to the equilibrium value) is
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~
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~
h t R
D D
D
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eAT
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2
2 2
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2
. (101)
To estimate the growth rate exponent it should be
noted that for D = 1.5–2.5 the exponent 1/(D + 2)
varies from 0.29 to 0.22.
In the vicinity of the ( )4 , with
& &
  ( ) ( ) ( )4 	  4t , the difference
& &
 ( ) ( )4 	 t de-
creases exponentially, as  is easy to see from (98).
The solution (100) describes the kinetics of frac-
tals with the specified field strength
~
h. This result
has to be averaged with the distribution (52) to get
an averaged description.
The relaxation time of the long-range correla-
tion,  rel , can be estimated substituting into (101)
av and h
2 instead of  and
~
h2 :

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6.3. Ultraslow modes
To get a dynamical equation for the Fourier com-
ponents ~ q of the long-range order parameter fluc-
tuations, the free energy (45) has to be presented in
a proper form:
~ ~( )~( )
~ ~
( ~)| ~
G h x a x d x h a
Aq B
q q
q
q
1
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2
1
2
1
2
1
2
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=
=
 q
2 | . (103)
Then the time-dependent GL equations for ~ q are
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Here the Langevin force providing the equilibrium
value of ~ q
2 is omitted because our main goal is to
get the spectrum of ultraslow modes.
In an isotropic medium
; ;q q q 
 
 
0 1
2
2
4
( (  (105)
As follows from textbooks (e.g., [32]), the para-
meter ;0 in our case is equal to 0 due to conserva-
tion of | ~ | ~( ) q x  0
2 2 0. Therefore
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This equation determines the form of the ultraslow
mode spectrum.
Because the CD transformations which are con-
trolling the fractal growth are also responsible for
the fractal structure rearrangements, we can put
( (1 0
2
 Rc and ( (2 0
4
 Rc . (107)
The factors R Rc c
2 4, are included to preserve the
correct dimension of ;q. It is seen from (104),
(106), and (107) that the ultraslow mode spectrum
has the following form:
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where c c1 2, are some q-independent coefficients
which can be considered as constants in the critical
region. The resulting expression of the ultraslow
mode spectrum is obtained taking into account that
A/B Tr /B Rc
~ ~
 0
2 2
 .
7. Discussion and concluding remarks
In the theory developed, based on the concept of
heterophase fluctuations, the multiplicity of the
SRO, which is a basic property of the glass-forming
liquids, is taken into account. In particular this
property manifests itself in the developed inherent
structure and in the free-energy landscape [27,28].
The free-energy landscape results in the appearance
of the random-field term in the GL equations.
The relation of the present theory to the other
models of supercooled liquid and to the theory of
the critical fluctuations was already elucidated. To
emphasize this connection it should be noted that
the RFGLM developed can be reduced to the mo-
dels of supercooled liquid proposed in [13–23]. For
example, to get the equations of two-state model
[13,17] from (26)–(30) we have to put  s f
2 2
 
  int A 0, and k0 1 .
Multiplicity of the short-range order results in
polychromatic fractal heterophase structure. Poly-
chromatic cluster structures are described, e.g., in
[33] in connection with the percolation problem. If
clusters have a property described by a parameter,
this last one can be used as a «color» specifying a
cluster. In a three-dimensional system the percola-
tion threshold is about 0.15. Thus several
interpercolating clusters can form a polychromatic
structure. Along with that, any number of diffe-
rently colored clusters can coexist if they have finite
correlation lengths. In the heterophase liquid
~
hc
plays the role of CD color. It parameterizes the
chromatic spectrum of CDs. The correlation lengths
are finite. Thus Fischer clusters are polychromatic
fractal aggregations. A specific feature of these
polychromatic structures is ability of a CD to
change its color.
It is worth noting that if the conditions (51),
(69) are satisfied the field
~
h changes criticality (the
mean field approximation is correct), the location of
the critical point (81), and the order of the phase
transition at the critical point. The order parameter
jump at T Pc h( , ) is   h e/T
1 3/ . Relation (81)
shows that the random field lowers the critical tem-
perature. This is one of reasons why the majority of
the glass-forming liquids do not have a polymor-
phous liquid—liquid phase transition.
Since the mean field model (13) is isomorphic to
the van der Waals theory of the critical point and
(26) is a generalization of this theory taking into ac-
count the gradient term, one could ask why the ran-
dom field
~
( )h x does not play a significant role in
the critical fluctuations of gas—liquid systems. It is
due to predominance of the thermal fluctuations in
the gas—liquid critical region. The Ginzburg num-
ber is near 1 for the gas—liquid phase transition,
i.e., (a/r0)
6
 1, and conditions (36), (82), and
(85) are not fulfilled. According to relation (36),
the Ginzburg number is proportional to k0
2	 . There-
fore within the gas—liquid critical region k0
2 1	  ,
i.e., the assossiativity of the molecules is small,  1,
and the fluctuational region is rather wide. In the
solid—fluid system the correlation radius far from
the critical point, r0, is approximately equal to the
radius of the first coordination shell. Therefore k0 is
 10 in this case and, accordingly to (36), the mean
field theory has a wide region of applicability even
if
~
( )h x is neglected.
The random-field-driven LRC qualitatively dif-
fers from the conventional critical LRC. The former
LRC possess the properties 3)–5) of the Fischer
cluster (see Introduction), while the latter LRC
cannot have them. In [18,19] it was attempted to
identify the Fischer cluster as critical fluctuations,
assuming that the critical temperature is below Tg .
The analysis performed in [12] shows that the theo-
ry proposed in [18,19] for the LRC observed by
Fischer et al. in ortho-terphenil does not fit the ex-
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perimental data even if the features 3)–5) of
Fischer’s cluster are ignored.
Glass inherits the structural features of super-
cooled liquid. For this reason short-range and long-
range correlations of liquid are also present in the
glassy state. Because the annealing time needed for
the Fischer cluster formation is rather long com-
pared to 

, the structure and properties of the
glass are sensitive to the thermal history of the li-
quid. The correlations and topology of SRO in the
glassy state play a rather important role in phase
transformations taking place in glasses. For exam-
ple, ordering and relaxation of the spin system of a
magnetic glass are extremely sensitive to the struc-
tural and compositional correlations [34]. The
structural heterogeneities play the role of a «fro-
zen» random field in this case. Another example is
the polymorphous phase transitions in glassy state.
This phenomenon is observed in some glasses (see
[35,36]). It is revealed also in amorphous carbon
using computer simulations [37]. Because glass is a
nonergodic system, a phase transformation is pos-
sible due to changes of SRO resulting in a long-
range ordering. The structural heterogeneities cause
an inhomogeneous distribution of internal stresses
due to thermoelastic effects. Therefore the transfor-
mations of the SRO are necessarily inhomogeneous
and depend on the distribution and correlation
properties of the internal stresses and compositional
ordering.
A topological phase transition connected with
the formation of a percolating cluster possessing
some SRO stipulates a thermodynamic phase transi-
tion due to the singular behavior of the thermo-
dynamic coefficients, e.g., the compressibility or
thermal expansion. Therefore polymorphous phase
transitions in the glassy state have to be sensitive to
structural correlations that depend on the thermal
history of the liquid.
Recently anomalous behavior of the thermal ex-
pansion coefficient ?( )T of pure and inert-gas doped
fullerite at T < 20 K was observed [38,39]. Fullerite
C60 is a fcc cubic crystal. Due to the fivefold sym-
metry of the C60 molecules, long-range orien-
tational order is impossible in fullerite. For this
reason fullerite is an orientational glass below Tg 9
9 90 K. Impurities distort the crystalline structure
and disturb the intermolecular interactions in the
fullerite. The thermal expansion coefficient depends
considerably on the concentration and kind of inert
gas impurities. It is remarkable that hysteresis of
?( )T was observed at T < 20 K in krypton-doped
fullerite. It is attributed to a phase transition con-
nected with changes of the short-range orientational
order of the C60 molecules. One can expect that the
observed hysteresis phenomenon depends conside-
rably on the concentration of krypton and on the
thermal history of samples at T > Tg due to changes
of the short-range and medium-range orientational
order in the orientational liquid state.
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